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INTRODUCTION: The Growth of Dance Criticism
The initial influence of the French writer and poet, Théophile Gautier, whose
dance criticism is revered by all who have followed, laid the groundwork for the likes of
John Martin (America’s first major dance critic), Edwin Denby, Walter Sorrel, and many
others leading up to the twenty-first century. Their works have built up the credibility of
professional companies as well as shaped the climate for public perception of ballet in the
United States. Today, names such as Alastair Macaulay of The New York Times, continue
to inform and push readers to look at the art intellectually, emotionally and even
politically. This demonstrates the significance of dance in the media as a tool for
promotion and education, and it shows the correlation between the press and the dance
world. Dance criticism was a new faction of journalism at the start of twentieth century
which meant ballet’s entrance to the U.S. was offering a market worth writing for.
As American ballet began to develop, it gradually caught the attention of the
press. Dance in the States would not be the same if not for its presence in the media,
specifically in the work of critics. The Chicago-based company, the Joffrey Ballet, for
instance, has graced the cover of Time magazine and was the first dance company to
appear on television. In the world of dance, reviews, critique and print publications have
consistently set a precedent for performance quality and adherence to history.
Publications, most notably beginning with Dance Lovers Magazine in 1925, as well as
the presence of critics have helped educate the public and their peers of the quality,
aesthetics and technical basics of dance. In doing so, they are able to show why dance
matters.
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The contemporary dance history in America has several elements that have
contributed to the establishment of American ballet. And each of these elements have
been documented—highlighted—through the media and criticism. In 1929, Serge
Diaghilev, founder of the dance company, the Ballets Russes (1909-1929), passed away,
and his troupe became Les Ballets Russes De Monte Carlo under the leadership of René
Blum and Colonel W. de Basil. Eventually, the company would split in two, marking a
pivotal moment in the world of dance. In reflection, it would be a catalyst for the creation
of American ballet, new attention on the arts from the press, and with that, a fresh
expectation for the arts. Diaghilev’s legacy would propel ballet further into the American
culture as it entered the 1930’s and 1940’s. The company brought forth iconic dancers
and introduced repertoire that would become staples of the American dance scene.
Dancers and the choreography of Diaghilev’s legacy has been revived, televised, and
under constant scrutiny and comparison by dance scholars and critics. Diaghilev and the
Ballet Russe changed the dynamic of dance culture, pushed for the indoctrination of
dance in the United States, and shaped the futures of prominent figures and the landscape
of ballet as a national culture.
With the foundation laid by the Ballets Russes, a major part of the twentieth
century for dance became the idea of being American; discovering what being part of
America meant and could mean in the future. Dance icons of the twentieth century
latched on to this idea, especially George Balanchine and Robert Joffrey. Balanchine was
the first maître of ballet and choreographer for Les Ballets Russes, and his name would
become synonymous with American ballet. He established the School of American Ballet
and, later, the New York City Ballet. Over the course of his career, Balanchine
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contributed a myriad of choreographic works and American ideals for ballet. Robert
Joffrey was another product of Diaghilev’s initiative. Joffrey, like Balanchine,
established a school of training which would feed into the Robert Joffrey Ballet (later The
Joffrey Ballet), and he emphasized a sophisticated enrichment of educated, cultural
appreciation for dance. These companies’ successes were in part due to the boost from
reviews and critics. The prominence of both Balanchine and Joffrey are known for their
widespread choreographic works and innovations, which were consistently featured in
the press, influencing not only dance but society as well.
The progression of American ballet has been further boosted by both public and
private funding, and the press has played a role in covering the importance of funding for
the arts. Under Franklin D. Roosevelt’s administration, the idea that the arts should be
supported by the government and recognized as a source of jobs came into discussion. In
reaction to the Great Depression, the Works Project Administration (WPA) was created.
Under WPA, artists were paid for their compositions, choreography, artwork, etc.
Paralleling this, the Ford Foundation was established in 1936 and became the first
national private patron of the performing arts. In 1965, the National Endowment for the
Arts (NEA) was established, and since then, funding for the arts has been a major source
of debate and attention in the media.
The above factors weave together the history of American ballet and its
relationship to the press and public perception. The following seeks to identify these
influential foundations of American ballet beginning with the entrance of Les Ballets
Russes de Monte Carlo in the United States and from there piece together how these
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foundations and the influence of dance criticism have contributed to the progression and
perception of American ballet.

Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes
Sergei Diaghilev was the “visionary”1 director of his original company, the
Ballets Russes. Lincoln Kirstein, co-founder of the New York City Ballet, described his
reputation by stating, “He created a taste in and of his own period, he set up the only
referable standards of aesthetic excellence in the first quarter of the century and provided
the only great market for a unified creative endeavor”2. With such high praise, it is
unsurprising to most that icons including composer Igor Stravinsky, artist Pablo Picasso,
and the father of American ballet, George Balanchine, all benefited from the
encouragement and collaboration with Diaghilev.
Diaghilev was passionate with respect for tradition and ambition for ballet’s
future. Tamara Karsavina, who performed as part of Diaghilev’s troupe in Paris,
explained that his intent “was not simply to create fads…he was motivated by the
passionate belief that art should never become crystallized into any form of classicism
but must develop as a living organism, finding in the process…modes of expression to
translate the new thoughts, the new discoveries of the human intellect.”3 He valued
artistic intellect and artistry over commercial interests, and the Ballets Russes as a result
triggered the development of a younger and more widely based public for ballet in the

1

Anderson, Jack. "Ballet Russe," from The One and Only: The Ballet Russe De Monte Carlo, 1981.
Dance Heritage Coalition, 2012. Web. 2.
2 Amberg, George. Ballet in America, the Emergence of an American Art. New York: Duell, Sloan and
Pearce, 1949. Print. 18.
3 Eliot, Karen. Dancing Lives: Five Female Dancers from the Ballet D'Action to Merce Cunningham.
University of Illinois Press. 2007. 85.
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early twentieth century.4 What Diaghilev held in highest regard when it came to his work
was a need for music, design, and dance to collaborate. Critic Robert Johnson wrote of
his motivations: “It was Diaghilev who envisioned the final synthesis, enabling the arts to
mesh in a new form of choreographic theater that he called into being. So powerful is the
conceptual unity that Diaghilev imposed…that today the ballets he produced seem like
magical things too intricate and beautiful for any individual to have created.”5 Bringing
the arts together and appreciating tradition would make room for, but not be
compromised by, his concrete belief that it was essential that new avenues of
choreography be explored in the name of contemporary progress.
Diaghilev’s company began to tour, which would contribute to the later “vogue
for ballet”6 in North America. Initially, the Ballets Russes performed across Europe,
touring South America and the U.S. 1913 marked the first engagement beyond Europe,
when the company traveled to Rio. In 1916, Diaghilev’s company arrived in the U.S. for
their American tour. Representing ballet at this point in history was proof of ballet at its
“most modern, bright, lavish, sophisticated.”7 It was well-received, planting a seed for its
potential beyond Europe.
In looking at the history of nineteenth-century ballet, there was a clear trend
reflective of Romanticism. Romantic ballet developed in France as an escape for
bourgeois audiences and a chance to display the time period’s obsession with the
irrational and supernatural. And, before the Ballets Russes, it was not possible to have an

Guest, Ivor, and Marion Kant. "Ballet: The Era of the Ballets Russes." Encyclopedia Britannica
Online. January 22, 2015. http://www.britannica.com/art/ballet.
5 Jacobs, Laura. "Dogma and Diaghilev." The New Criterion. May 2010 issue. Web.
6 Guest, Ivor, and Marion Kant. "Ballet: The Era of the Ballets Russes." Encyclopedia Britannica
Online. January 22, 2015. http://www.britannica.com/art/ballet.
7 Terry, Walter. The Dance in America. New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 1971. Print. 168.
4
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international career and maintain loyalty to a single dance company. The Ballets Russes
convinced audiences in Western Europe and America that an evening of dance could be
exciting and was a more varied genre than audiences may have thought.
Everything was happening fast in America, but despite this, progress for
American ballet was slow-coming until the 1930’s. It was not until Diaghilev’s death and
the company divided that his brand gained more significant recognition in America,
making ballet accessible entertainment in the U.S. The legacy of Diaghilev and the
subsequent companies were pioneering uncharted territories, and the positive
repercussions of their work are still relevant today. In 1933, the Ballet Russe de Monte
Carlo performed a short season in New York and was an artistic success. Walter Terry,
dance critic and author, stressed the significance of their presence in the States by
writing, “The Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo established ballet in America on a permanent,
professional basis.”8 They were successful with strong box office sales, reflecting their
popularity among the public.
The singular goal of Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes was to revolutionize dance.
Having such aspirations for a company was somewhat radical, and due to the persistent
efforts to follow-through, the troupe grew in popularity and opened the door for dance to
enter the U.S. The repertoire and diversity of the dancers encouraged a culture of dance
to develop. Stravinsky wrote of Diaghilev that “apart from his intelligence, his culture,
his extraordinary artistic flair, and his sincere enthusiasm, he possessed a will of iron,
tenacity, an almost superhuman resistance and passion to fight and to overcome the most

8
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insurmountable obstacles.”9Certainly, the world of dance has always faced obstacles, and
Diaghilev faced the challenge of preserving ballet while being innovative and
encouraging the up-and-comers and capturing the gradual interest of Americans. Artists
equated working with him to working for the greater good of art.
Diaghilev was able to breathe life into ballet in a way that simultaneously
broadened its horizons and avoided sacrificing its principles. He and his company can
also be credited with the foundation for most major ballet companies’ repertoire (i.e.
Firebird, Rite of Spring) and for the promotion of ballet to high art in the context of
society, not to mention the rise of the historically great names (encompassing performers,
choreographers, benefactors) of ballet.
The company garnered the attention of the press both in Europe and the U.S. In
1914, the London Tatler stated that the company “upset all our preconceived ideas
concerning ballet dancing and pantomime.”10 In Paris, the company was received with
enthusiasm, labeled as a “growing brand.”11 An exhibit at the National Gallery of Art in
D.C. entitled, “Diaghilev and the Ballets Russes,” toured in 2013. Sarah Kennel, curator
of the exhibit, shared her thoughts on the revolutionary impact Diaghilev had on ballet
during a National Public Radio interview. She stated, “The Ballets Russes transformed
the future of ballet in the West and really in the world. By bringing dancers with great
traditional training to look at modern forms of movement, great music — and bringing

Stravinsky, Igor. "The Diaghilev I Knew." Atlantic Monthly Nov. 1953.
http://www.theatlantic.com/past/docs/issues/53nov/stravinsk53.httm.
10 Pritchard, Jane, and Geoff Marsh. Diaghilev and the Ballets Russes, 1909-1929. Print.
11 lbid
9
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music and design and dance together into a cohesive whole.”12 The European, and
specifically Russian, traditions of classical dance were represented, exposing the
American audience to the art through a more sophisticated lens. But, as Kennel and other
commentators of the company have made clear, Diaghilev and his dancers also
revolutionized the art form by driving it towards becoming a twentieth-century,
modernized form of its old skin. This revolution maintained integrity and polish while
pushing boundaries and collaborating with music and design.
Ballet’s increasing presence meant new venues and new audiences. Diaghilev
focused on dance for its pull in music, painting, and other art forms. Being exposed to a
fusion of the arts within ballet was a huge inspiration for audiences and other
professionals. Dancers began to migrate to the States, and an American dance culture
emerged. At the turn of the century, the Ballets Russes promoted this. The company and
ideals for which it stood were, collectively, a “catalyst for the creation of one of the
greatest artistic enterprises of the twentieth century.”13
Following Diaghilev’s death in 1929, the battle for leadership among some of his
most devoted and forward-thinking followers led to the division of the original company
into two troupes: the Original Ballets Russes (1932) under direction of Colonel W. de
Basil and the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo (1938) under direction of Sergei Denham. As
aforementioned, the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo was especially popular in America,
although both were successful on an international scale. Both maintained the original

Stamberg, Susan. "Modern Movement: How The Ballets Russes Revolutionized Dance." NPR.
May 30, 2013. http://www.npr.org/2013/05/30/187066946/modern-movement-how-the-balletsrusses-revolutionized-dance.
13 Pritchard, 15.
12
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values of Diaghilev’s vision. Both included a diverse roster of dancers from several
nations. The inclusion of Americans “Americanized” the company on a cultural level
which also influenced the growing American dance scene. For example, the Ballet Russe
de Monte Carlo became the first American touring ballet company to have an African
American dancer in 1956 when Denham hired Raven Wilkinson. Notably, Wilkinson’s
perseverance under oppression helped racial diversity enter the dance scene. Another
example was how repertoire moved beyond—but did not eliminate—the European
classics of the nineteenth century (i.e. Giselle, Swan Lake).
New works emerged with success but also with controversy. This rang especially
true for some of George Balanchine’s works which did not incorporate the familiar
narrative the classic provided the audience. Agnes de Mille, American dancer and
choreographer, created Rodeo (1942) with music by American composer, Aaron
Copeland. This iconic piece helped prove that ballet was not just a European art form.
With Americana themes and the increasing number of American dancers, the Ballets
Russes brand gave evidence that there could be an American ballet. According to Jack
Anderson, American dance critic and historian, both companies “helped ballet flourish”
by touring, performing with distinct and contagious energy, and by spreading the seeds to
educate both the future of ballet and the laymen audience.14
Of course with time, the companies ran their course, as a result of insufficient
funds and the evolution of the dance world. Nevertheless, while all good things must
come to an end, Diaghilev’s vision and the continuation of his work and that of his

Anderson, Jack. "Ballet Russe," from The One and Only: The Ballet Russe De Monte Carlo, 1981.
Dance Heritage Coalition, 2012. Web. 2.
14
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successors led many Americans to study or attend the ballet and is a major reason why
ballet has an audience today, both in the theatres and in the media.

Balanchine and his Subsequent Empire
George Balanchine, the rise of American ballet, and a brief history of NYCB and SAB

Lincoln Kirstein developed an early and strong fascination with Diaghilev’s
Ballet Russes from a young age. He first saw them perform in London and continued to
follow their performances for several seasons. Triggered by his admiration of the troupe,
Kirstein looked to the future and contemplated what could develop in the States. He
believed that Diaghilev’s company was “the only manifestation of the art form which had
artistic validity, that it did things that were important and needed to be done, that its
performances and repertoire were motivated by something higher than box-office
appeal.”15 Having a greater purpose was important to Kirstein and would become an
element common to the drive of the American dance scene. He admired Diaghilev for his
ability to draw together a team of artists, beyond the dancers, in order to produce the best.
It was in Kirstein’s desire to make something of ballet in the U.S., and his
uncanny and intellectual perception of the art form, that he found potential to develop
American ballet in George Balanchine. Born in St. Petersburg, Russia in 1904,
Balanchine was accepted to the Imperial School of Ballet in 1913 at age nine. Balanchine
despised the school until he began to perform, initially wanting to become a concert
pianist and only training ballet under pressure of his parents. For a period of time, the
school did not function in reaction to the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917. After Lenin
approved its reopening to preserve Russian national heritage, Balanchine was able to

15

Chujoy, Anatole. The New York City Ballet. New York: Knopf, 1953. Print.5.
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complete his studies and graduated at age 17. In his schooling, Balanchine was beginning
to the test the waters with new ballet16. He continued to experiment with his
choreography until it was time to escape the political climate of the Soviet Union.
Balanchine was recruited to join a small group of dancers, the Soviet State
Dancers, in 1924, where he set original choreography on his peers. They struggled in
their travels with a lack of stable financial support and the consequences of Leningrad.
They went on to Paris and London, making their way through Western Europe.
Balanchine was a choreographer whose growth was fostered by the Ballet Russes. While
in Paris during the summer of 1925, Diaghilev recruited Balanchine to choreograph for
his company. Soon after, at age 20, Balanchine was offered the title of ballet master. For
four years leading up to Diaghilev’s death in 1929, Balanchine served as ballet master
and choreographed ten ballets. One of the ten would become Apollo (premiered 1928)
with music by Stravinsky, a recognizable staple of the New York City Ballet (NYCB)
and other ballet companies who have permission from the Balanchine Trust.
Following the decline of Diaghilev’s original company, the two new Ballet
Russes troupes began to develop. Meanwhile, Kirstein embarked on his mission to foster
professionalism through a company. His partnership with Balanchine led them to the
conclusion that if ballet was to develop in the U.S., the first step was establishing a
school, modeled after the prestige and structure of the Imperial School Balanchine
attended as a child. Only major cities such as San Francisco and, of course, New York
had even successfully created schools of training, although none of the caliber Kirstein
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had in mind. He pursued Balanchine for quite some time hoping to lure him to America
to help build the school envisioned to kick start the future of American ballet.
Kirstein first met Balanchine in London and was able to finally convince him to
come to the States. It is with the collective efforts and resources of both men that the New
York City Ballet, and much of the American ballet scene, remains. They started from the
bottom, working towards the company’s establishment for fifteen years. In 1935, their
first attempt was the group called American Ballet which pulled dancers from SAB and
toured. At this time, the Metropolitan Opera also brought the company on as its resident
ballet. In 1941, Balanchine and Kirstein formed the American Ballet Caravan, sponsored
by Nelson Rockefeller. In 1946, Balanchine and Kirstein began Ballet Society, a
privately funded dance group which would later become NYCB.
Upon his arrival to the States in 1933, Balanchine began on making the vision of a
school reality. John Martin, dance critic of The New York Times at this time, wrote, “Only
American dancers will be admitted to the courses and every effort will be made to
develop a distinctly American organization…Why import a Russian ballet master to
found an American ballet?...As to the matter of an American ballet, there have always
been divided opinions. One is to the effect that the American dance must come
exclusively out of American soil, finding its technique in its own necessities. Another is
that ballet is an art form which has been developed through hundreds of years, and if it is
given a foothold in America it will be enriched by new impulses, just as it was when it
was transplanted into Russia.”17 Martin addressed further the question of why someone
not “out of American soil” should head the process of establishing an American school of
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training. He reasoned that there needed to be someone with experience in the art, and
because an American ballet would be new, it was only fitting that the expert would be
from somewhere else. This reflects the nature of much of America’s upbringing as a
melting pot of cultures and traditions that co-exist to make its own national identity.
Martin’s article not only broke down the details of Kirstein and Balanchine’s
efforts but also triggered public discussion. One problem, but a necessary factor, was the
exclusively American nature of their endeavor and their initial plan to set the school in
Hartford, Connecticut rather than New York. The reasons behind Hartford were that the
Morgan Memorial museum would be sponsoring the school, and that theatre and dance,
both being parts of the arts, could not be separated. However, Balanchine was adamant of
the school’s establishment in New York City. A new plan was created which would plant
the School of American Ballet (SAB) in Manhattan.
SAB opened on New Year’s Day, 1934, with twenty-five students enrolled.
Balanchine soon drew his attention to developing a professional company, ignited in part
by the potential of his advanced students in the school. A rehearsed program introduced
the dancers as “The Producing Company of the School of American Ballet.”18 Their
inaugural season, although presented in Hartford, was privy to a more sophisticated
audience hailing from New York and Boston, and its reception reflected optimism for the
future of both the school and American ballet. In 1935, the company performed near
Philadelphia at Bryn Mawr College, where the collegiate audience also accepted the
aesthetic of Balanchine’s choreography, another sign in the direction of progress for
developing American ballet.

18
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The New York City Ballet premiered in October of 1948 with Four
Temperaments, Orpheus, and Symphony in C, all Balanchine’s. From 1948 to present
day, the company has been integrated into New York City’s arts culture and the dance
landscape nationally and globally. Nancy Reynolds, Director of Research at the George
Balanchine Foundation and former NYCB dancer, states, “Its presence, like those of such
cultural institutions as the Metropolitan Opera, is taken for granted. This is a remarkable
achievement.”19 In this statement alone, one can grasp the significance of the company
and the work of Balanchine.
Funding was minimal until the premier of Balanchine’s Nutcracker in 1954. His
interpretation of the classic holiday tradition and staple of classical ballet was wellreceived, and it became main financial backing for the company. NYCB is not alone in
this pattern of funding though it was certainly a forerunner. Most, if not all, companies—
and schools—that present formal performances rely heavily on their own versions of the
Nutcracker as the money-maker. Another significant step forward for the company was
in 1964 when they moved from their original location at City Center to Lincoln Center
which included a board of directors and a dedicated fundraising department.
Balanchine almost immediately developed a recognizable style. He believed that
movement is its own justification and did not require an obvious libretto layered over the
heart of the piece. Although the libretto was not of high importance to Balanchine, he did
hold music in esteemed value. In fact, one of his most distinct characteristics is his
attention to the music. An extended collaboration between dance and music—dance no
longer the sidekick—was a newer concept. This idea was instilled practically from birth,

19
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as Balanchine’s father was a composer, and he studied piano and went on to study at the
St. Petersburg Conservatory of Music for piano and music theory. This would later
become crucial to Balanchine’s unique ability to communicate with the composer, most
notably, Igor Stravinsky, with whom he shared a strong professional relationship.
Some other qualities common to dancers who have trained in his style or
performed his choreography include lyricism, contextual delicacy—not hesitancy—in
their execution, and quick, precise footwork.20 Balanchine played by his own rules, a trait
common to American ballet. It is not dictated by certain expectations, even if trends
influence what is popular. Dancers can literally dance to the beat of their own drum, and
while Balanchine has been considered the patriarch of American ballet, no one company
replicates another. He was also not alone in the efforts. Kirstein and later Jerome Robbins
(West Side Story, On the Town) played major roles. Reynolds describes Robbins as a foil
to Balanchine’s approach adding, “His robust choreography, feeling for vernacular
movement, and ability to mirror the social concerns of the day brought a different
dynamic to the repertory.”21 Robbins’ work among other American choreographers’ has
often reflected social issues and challenged the audience with an artistic representation of
sensitive, or alternately, popular, topics.
Balanchine wrote that “dancing is an absolutely independent art, not merely a
secondary accompanying one…It can be enjoyed and understood without any verbal
introduction or explanation…The choreographer and the dancer must remember that they
reach the audience through the eye—and the audience, in its turn, must train itself to see

20
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what is performed upon the stage. It is the illusion created which convinces the
audience…If the illusion fails, the ballet fails, no matter how well a program note tells
the audience it has succeeded.”22
Attention from the media has helped promote the company as well as dance in our
national arts culture. U.S. News & World Report encompassed key points in Balanchine’s
story. In a 1970 article, it described his success as follows:
The greatest choreographer of our time, George Balanchine, is
responsible for the successful fusion of modern concepts with older ideas of
classical ballet…the free-flowing U.S. dance forms stimulated him to develop new
techniques in dance design and presentation which have altered the thinking of
the world of dance…He has created ballets that are celebrated for their
imagination and originality…He chose to shape talent locally, and he has said
that the basic structure of the American dancer was responsible for inspiring
some of the striking lines of composition…He has made American dance the most
advanced and richest in choreographic development in the world today.23
After Balanchine’s death in 1983, Robbins took over alongside Peter Martins, one
of the company’s most renowned principal dancers. They served as co-ballet masters in
chief until Robbins passed away in 1998. Martins had already become director in 1990,
and he has guided the company into the twenty-first century with adherence to the
Balanchine and Kirstein’ mission while still pushing ahead with new works and concepts
for the future. Reynolds believes NYCB’s most important contribution still stands as its

22
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Balanchine, George. Biography. The George Balanchine Foundation. Web. 2002.
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“guardianship of the Balanchine legacy.”24 The legacy is unique as it is so wellpreserved. America embodies the ideal, a tool to continue American ballet’s progression.
Writer Clement Crisp summarizes the legacy in his eulogy for Balanchine. “He is so
central to the danse d’école in our country, so surely its guiding force… [his works
should be] used to illuminate the future for ballet.”25
Balanchine is credited for so much of the early development and growth of
American ballet, but it is not only because of his contributions through SAB and NYCB.
He helped bring ballet and a national identity to the world of theater and movies. His
contributions span from The Ziegfeld Follies (1935) to the for-film version of his The
Nutcracker in 1993 featuring Macaulay Culkin alongside stars of NYCB. Balanchine’s
achievements have been televised on multiple occasions, drawing audiences from within
the comfort of their own homes and educating the public on ballet and the history of his
company. For instance, his works were featured in a PBS series “Great Performances”
which began in December of 1977. It was even nominated for an Emmy. He was also
inducted into the Entertainment Hall of Fame in 1975 in a televised special hosted by
Gene Kelly. This honor placed him among the likes of Fred Astaire and Walt Disney.26

Robert Joffrey and the Joffrey Ballet
The Joffrey Ballet most are familiar with today is the company stationed in the
South Loop of Chicago, Illinois. While the foundation of the company stemmed from
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New York City, as much of American ballet has, Chicago has become its established
home. There was, and continues to be a desire for an educated audience, level of
sophistication, a community, and inspiration to be individual with in the States. The
Joffrey Ballet became a feat for the development of American ballet, with forces such as
JFK’s promotion of the arts in part due to Joffrey’s efforts to develop ballet and a
mainstream audience.
Robert Joffrey, born in Seattle, WA, began studying ballet under Ivan Novikoff
and Mary Ann Wells. From 1947 to 1948, he trained at the School of American Ballet
and expanded his studies to include modern dance under tutelage of former Martha
Graham dancers. Mary Ann Wells, a pedagogical influence from Seattle, played an early
role in Joffrey’s life and artistic development. She led him to his philosophy and
pedagogical criteria. Wells is also credited with providing the tools necessary to build his
company. Her goal was “to guide her students towards discovering and building
something called American ballet. She saw in Robert Joffrey an ideal crusader for her
cause”27. In putting her faith in Joffrey’s potential, Wells contributed to the successful
development of American ballet.
Joffrey had several identifiers that set him apart in his philosophy of dance. He
believed the artistic director should be an invisible force. The artistic director should be a
guide and source of authority, but the director should let the dancers create and offer
equal input. He also believed that art could be incorporated into ballet, a major reason
why he chose to concentrate on dance. The focus on art’s relationship to ballet reflects
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Joffrey’s admiration and adaptation of ideals founded in the Ballets Russes. Joffrey had a
fixation on the Diaghilev Period. As such, Joffrey worked to protect repertoire and create
a fusion of old and new.
Beyond some of the principles he followed, Joffrey’s personal experiences played
a major role in the growth and success of his company. Elements of his personal life
translated into the company’s structure. Joffrey had suffered from asthma and was born
with a less than ideal physical facility for dance (bowed legs, lack of flexible mobility).
This was conveyed by using the whole body to tell the story within a given piece of
choreography. He trained his dancers to be unreal, illusionists and storytellers,
transcending the realm of the audience, stating one of his philosophical ideas that “dance
in its impermanence held no one responsible for certainty”28. Joffrey also focused on
defying the opposition to homosexuality. He was a part of what was at the time, a heavily
closeted gay community. In the 1940’s, homosexuality was taboo, more so than the
performing arts’ early reputation as low-brow entertainment. This reveals much about the
culture of the times and that dance, despite the introduction of ballet and exploration of
movement in the States, was on the lower end of the social spectrum. Homosexuality was
something to hide from the world, and participation in dance was not far behind.
Because of this, the first tendrils of the Joffrey Ballet became a web for runaways
and misfits (i.e. escaping broken homes, alcoholism, sexual isolation); the dancers
became a community. Within this, a new breed of dancers was forming to piece together
a part of American ballet. Joffrey’s company suggested hope for establishing an identity
unique to the national dance scene. Much of his choreographic endeavors would install
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this hope as a consistent goal of the company. For instance, Parade (1917), was revived
in 1967. The piece, which was a collaboration between librettist, Jean Cocteau, artist,
Pablo Picasso, and composer, Erik Satie, was originally made for Diaghilev’s company.
Reviving one of the great works not only protected its integrity, but also served as
reminder. It “blurred the lines between ‘high’ and ‘low’ art, an important historical
precedent to some of the Joffrey’s new repertory that challenged elitism in dance”29.
Joffrey did not want to stick to the same-old, same-old, but rather go off the beaten path
and explore the potential for his dancers and the culture surrounding the art form.
This began with the establishment of the American Ballet Company also known
as the Joffrey Ballet School in New York City. Schools of training were becoming a trend
in the States, and once a breeding ground was underway, the company found other ways
to put their name on the map and take on the goal Mary Ann Wells had instilled in
Joffrey early on. The school was established with his friend and associate, Gerald Arpino,
a fellow dancer and choreographer. Arpino would also become Joffrey’s successor as
artistic director of the company. In 1956, a touring group, including Arpino, emerged
from the school, called the Robert Joffrey Theatre Dancers.
There were many challenges that Joffrey and his company’s future would have to
endure. One of the most significant was that audiences did not want the new and
unknown. They wanted to see the classics. Although there was a negative stigma with
ballet in the early twentieth century, audiences had become snobbish, believing the only
quality art to be seen were well-established classics that had been mulling around for
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years. Ironically, many of the new works would later become choreographic icons, a new
set of classics.
After completing their performances, the press granted Joffrey’s dancers the
official label of being a company30. Joffrey soon embarked on creating a night of dance,
an evening of original works that separated him from the crowd. This gave him the push
to be his own entity in the dance world. As his name grew in recognition, Joffrey had the
opportunity to travel to Europe and contribute beyond his own company. Arpino took
over in his absence, adding his own choreographic contributions to the table. The press
took this opportunity to assess the dancers and repertoire. The Seattle Post-Intelligencer
said the choreography and dancers “added a great deal of color” but also equated some of
Arpino’s movements to a nightclub31. This triggered questions that would recur in the
press both in their fixation on the Joffrey Ballet and throughout dance criticism of the
twentieth century. Questions like What about Arpino’s taste? Is he selling it?, or Why
should I pay to see this? sprang up, pulling American ballet into the limelight of the
media and paving a path for the details sought after in reviews.
Joffrey himself became the focus of the media when he was publicly interviewed
by Clive Barnes in 1985, who was, at the time of their original introduction, editor of
Dance and Dancers in London. Barnes, who later became the chief dance critic for the
New York Times as well as a contributor to The New York Post. Barnes, known for Dance
Magazine’s “Attitudes” column, which graced its back page until his death, covered an
array of dance and theater. Joffrey was among many big names he personally interviewed
and whose careers he chose to follow. Barnes’ choice in who to follow demonstrates a
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step forward in criticism. By following specific careers, he was educating himself on the
history and those contributing to it in order to educate his readers, and of course, maintain
credibility.
Mass media would work to the Joffrey Ballet’s advantage with televised features
in the twenty-first century. They were one of the first companies featured on PBS's series,
"Dance in America," and they would later be part of a spin-off form PBS, featured in the
episode, “Joffrey: Mavericks of American Dance” in 2012. In 2003, the company was the
subject of the film The Company directed by Academy Awards Honorary Winner Robert
Altman.
As the company progressed and Joffrey’s concept was solidified, he was able to
point to another important factor in the development of American Ballet. He pursued a
diversity in his dancers that included size and movement quality. He also pointed out that
“because we [as Americans] don’t have a tradition, we can break tradition. We are free to
do whatever we feel or want…we were willing to accept anything, and I think that is one
of our great freedoms—choice.”32 This statement was crucial as it defied the early
audiences’ desire for tradition, for the classics, and it further exemplifies the need to
make a uniquely American style.
The Joffrey Ballet is significant to the development and progression of American
ballet in its relationship to the press, dedication to the new and the old, and because it was
also an example of promoting the arts, partaking in the business of funding. For example,
former First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy was instrumental in coaxing President Kennedy
into promoting the arts. This was an indicator of the significance of the times as well as a
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reflection of Joffrey’s efforts in developing not only a unique style but fostering a
mainstream audience too. There was a push for government arts programming that would
evolve into the National Council on the Arts, and Joffrey was able to create a sizable
mainstream audience for ballet.
There were, of course, beyond the financial ties, political elements. In 1965, the
company left for the USSR to tour, and they found themselves amidst political nuances
and etiquette charges displayed, condoned, and adapted while abroad. Arpino explained
that the dancers were acting as diplomats33, limited in actions and exchanges, and
performed repertoire new to both the Russians and the company. Their trip was part of
newly available funding for the arts and programs to promote dance through touring.
Their itinerary was sponsored by the Rebekah Harkness Foundation and the U.S. State
Department.
The question of the hour was how much their Russian audiences could expect
from a newly formed American ballet company. The tour introduced much more modern
choreography than the USSR was accustomed to. It was at this point in the company’s
history that the dancers were given their first taste of fame. For instance, Natalia
Roslavleva, esteemed Soviet critic, described one as “a treasure of a dancer.”34 She also
reported in a contributing piece for London’s Dancing Times that the Joffrey Ballet “is
the most American of all American companies that have been seen by us, and its very
vigor, variety of style, subject and technique make it the more interesting.”35
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Overall, their press while on tour was mainly positive. Support for the company
spanned beyond their performances. When news arrived that President Kennedy had been
assassinated, Joffrey was granted permission to open a church for a memorial service.
Attendance at their final shows of the tour also grew in numbers. Unfortunately, upon
their return, the U.S. had changed drastically. Illusion, idealism, and innocence were all
victim to the cynicism of post-Kennedy America. Almost everything now had to be new
and progressive, attached to the present or alluding to the future rather than reflecting on
the past. It was believed that this was now the only way arts could and should be
marketed.
A further challenge was the struggle for what exactly the identity of American
ballet should be. Of course, with keeping in line of Joffrey’s statement on the ability to
change and accept change, not having a set definition was in turn a characteristic of the
identity. American ballet was—and still is—not tied down to one set standard or style.
The only argument to be made against this would be Balanchine’s dominant aesthetic, but
this is partly because of his prominence in the arts and media throughout the twentieth
century. Balanchine surely had an abundance of influence, but so did Joffrey, and
Joffrey’s success in not falling into step with the aesthetic of the Balanchine dancers
maintained the integrity of American ballet’s diversity. And although Balanchine and
NYCB played a significant role, Joffrey’s efforts were more prominent in the media from
a cultural and societal perspective, as the press followed the journey he took. Balanchine
was about the dance and the music, no frills. Joffrey humanized his dancers and
choreography, finding ways to address social issues of the time and cultivating a ballet
community and following.
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The Boom and Funding
A contributing factor to the successes and failures of American ballet was funding
for the arts. From the mid-sixties through the seventies, there was a boom in dance in
America. International stars were beginning to arrive and a young generation of aspiring,
eager dancers was unfolding. American ballet had an early resurgence and garnered
attention of the press throughout both World Wars. This already provided an established
place of thought for dance critics of the time. In 1967, there was a Critics Program at the
American Dance Festival. And as the press became attached, so did the public. Thus, a
demand for consideration of funding arose.
Federal and private financing agencies began to recognize and support companies
and dancers. With this came the inception of the Ford Foundation. The Ford Foundation
was founded on January 15, 1936. It became the first national private patron of the
performing arts. In 1963, the foundation created a grants program for schools and
companies.
Two other sources of funding were the Works Project Administration (WPA) and
the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA). The WPA was a first step of revolutionary
proportions in supporting the arts, including dance. During the Great Depression,
President Roosevelt’s administration embraced the idea that artists are workers and
should be paid by the government36. The Emergency Relief Appropriations Act was
enacted in 1935, which would later become the WPA, or the Works Progress
Administration. This program was a part of America’s New Deal, implemented during
Roosevelt’s presidency, which was aimed at putting the unemployed back to work on
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public works projects. Its main purpose in serving artists was to pay them for what they
were trained to do.37 Unfortunately, dance lost the support of the WPA in 1939 at the
suspicion that the support would come across as too radical. However, hope was not lost
as President Roosevelt helped commission a new ballet company headed by Lincoln
Kirstein, American Ballet Caravan, which would be a breeding ground for some of
Balanchine’s most renowned works. Beyond FDR’s administration, cultural festivals,
small performances, and an influx in recognition for artists’ works were popping up.
Following the pattern that had been created by early funding efforts, an upswing
in general support was triggered by the political climate at the time. For instance,
President Eisenhower initiated a peacetime proposal in 1954. This proposal had a
“positive impact on our dance companies, and was later a crucial influence on legislation
to create the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts and the National
Endowment for the Arts.”38 The peacetime proposal provided over two million dollars for
the performing arts and was the first time in history of American public policy that artists
were supported financially for export.
Touring was a positive consequence of funding and also served as a form of
promotion as well as international goodwill. The opportunity to tour demonstrated the
government and public’s growing respect and opinion of dancers in the States. It drew
attention from critics internationally and recognized the greater purpose ballet, and dance
as a whole, could have for society.
Funding did not solely come from legislation. Foundations accounted for much
private financial backing of organizations. The Ford Foundation is the most notable
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example of a foundation in action. It distributed scholarships to schools of training,
invested in company endeavors and in the operations of companies, and also placed a seal
of approval on the arts. The National Endowment for the Arts, which was created in
1965, propelled foundation support for dance companies forward exponentially. It did
face challenges, including accusations of censorship and restructuring. This was to insist
that the determination of what could be considered good or bad art should be in the hands
of experts. A further element of foundations’ impact on the progression of American
Ballet was the process of grants.
Dance, in terms of funding, is an investment, an industry that needs profit to
succeed. A 1999 feature in Dance Magazine was written to breakdown the forms of
funding for American ballet, and it was also written in anticipation of the twenty-first
century. In it, author Naima Prevots, expresses hope for a sustained future of funding for
dance and other arts. She writes of the American dance scene, “…we do have a valuable
entrepreneurial spirit and many possible sources of funds…Funding will always be
difficult in dance, but courage, knowledge, quality, openness, curiosity, imagination, and
hard work will always open up possibilities for survival.”39
The aftermath of earlier efforts was made clear by the numbers in the sixties. In
1965, there were 37 ballet, modern and ethnic companies in the States. This time period
was also marked as an era of marketing for the American dance scene. The arts in general
were getting more attention, and the press was starting to make headway in granting
ballet a higher level of respect.
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After the “boom,” a few factors led to a temporary decline in the eighties. The
eighties marked the deaths of several icons, Balanchine and Joffrey among them.
Government support decreased as the number of companies was increasing. This meant
more competition for funding. Another unfortunate event was the demise of a dance
touring program courtesy of the National Dance Association in 1983. But the earlier
boom still left its mark and indicated potential for resurgence. The U.S. press already had
ties to dance by this point, and the promotion and education of ballet was becoming
crucial to the field’s survival and to garnering future financial support.
Between 1965 and 1975, dance audiences in America grew from one million to
over fifteen million annually. This spike in interest was spurred by several factors. For
one thing, the fifties had brought on recovery from World War II. Secondly, new
choreographers were entering the scene, stretching the limits of what ballet could be.
Audiences wanted dynamics and vigor, and choreographers and dancers were eager to
deliver. For example, the Joffrey Ballet began to cater to younger audiences with more
contemporary ballets performed to popular music. This trend would continue well into
the latter half of the century and into present day. One such piece, “Astarte,” premiered in
1967 as a rock ballet. Another, “Billboards,” premiered in 1993 to a series of songs by
music legend, Prince.
A third reason why interest in ballet piqued was the arrival of Mikhail
Baryshnikov, Russian super star of ballet, who was the target of public attention. His
defection to the U.S. in 1974 sparked international media buzz. Baryshnikov was not the
first to defect from Russia. Rudolf Nureyev, a soviet ballet and modern dance icon, chose
to defect in 1961. Nureyev, however, remained in Europe, while Baryshnikov
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immediately moved to the States. In reflection of a 1979 profile CBS did on Baryshnikov,
the impact his defection had was described as follows: “From that day on, he was adopted
by the American dance world as a representation of the flight to freedom, both personal
and artistic. He has transcended fame as a dancer to become an actor and noted
choreographer of modern dance.”40 It is even suggested that fans hoping for autographs
served as distraction at the moment of his escape41 backstage at a performance in
Toronto, demonstrating his status as a celebrity. There is no doubt that his defection and
rise to fame in America was romanticized by the public. Baryshnikov not only added
wow-factor through his career in dance but also became a mainstream pop culture icon in
the States.
There were concerns raised over the inflated popularity of ballet. According to
Dance Consortium, there was fear that dance would become a spectator sport.42 The kind
of dance being promoted was “flashy”43 and like most trends, “thoroughly disposable.”44
Those concerns extended to the belief that ballet should be “savored,”45 and
commercializing dance at this point would eliminate the ability to properly appreciate it.
Regardless, the audience was being sucked into dance, and the accessibility of the media
was increasing. Commercialization of dance is, it seems, a necessary evil in order to
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continue its progression. It has ensured there is something to write about and stimulated
early interest in its success.

Dance Criticism and Defining its Relationship to Ballet in the United States
Alastair Macaulay, estimable critic for The New York Times, said that the dance
critic is the ideal spectator—knowledgeable, attentive, and capable of imaginative
transformation—with the added ability to deliver clear ideas and incisive prose on
deadline46.
On writing, Macaulay also offers insight into the process and purpose of a critic.
He explains that the critic’s purpose is, in large part, to entertain through written word.
The critic is not trying to provide a “methodical” study but rather something that is
“happily, sensuously engrossing as prose and as thought.”47 This is why the media has a
relationship with the American dance scene that transcends that of traditional journalism.
It gives room for the writer to flourish and offer a voice, not just straight and dry facts. It
can be arguably (and fittingly) the most balletic form of journalistic writing.
A dance critic is a journalist, but with the approach Macaulay proposes, creative
writing and astute observation augment the principles of the news world. This sets dance
criticism apart even from other forms of criticism in the press. Dance criticism requires a
high level of understanding and allows room for creativity that is not often found in other
areas of criticism. Macaulay’s description also stays true to the press’ role of educating
and communicating.
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Beyond defining what a dance critic should be, there are four elements that should be
identified in any form of professional criticism.
The Four Cornerstones of Criticism48
1. Description
2. Interpretation
3. Context
4. Evaluation
Early criticism of ballet and dance in general in the U.S. stuck to the expectations of
sound journalism and followed the path of these elements. During ballet’s infancy in the
U.S., enthusiasm and newfound interest piqued, fueled by the press’ attention to the art
form. This stimulated a desire for the professional assessment of what was being
produced and performed.
In the sixties, this would change, re-directing to focus on description and personal
(and often casual) opinion, skipping objective evaluation and highlighting the subjectivity
of the art. For instance, Clive Barnes of The New York Times was the first to use “I” in
his reviews and created Dance Magazine’s column “Attitudes.” The sixties was a period
of cultural exploration and counterculture, with a new appreciation and desire for
“expressivity”49 and personal investment in the arts, rather than conformity. This
translated in the press too.
In the nineties, a shift transformed the perception of American ballet and the approach
the press took to the art. Articles about dance, in any form, returned to evaluation
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balanced with interpretation, and included new application of the cultural and political
climate within the dance world. Dance publications started to do some turn-around,
bringing new names to their rosters. This was furthered by the introduction of new
electronic options for accessing materials
Regardless of era, it is important to determine a critic’s reliability and authority. In
The Dance Criticism of Arlene Croce, author Marc Raymond Strauss explains, “…the
importance of a close reading of that critic’s theoretical dispositions, methodology, and
writings cannot be overestimated…an understanding of the critic’s background and
biases provides researchers with an important professional and biographical context,
which in turn may, hopefully, increase appreciation and understanding of the dance
works and the critic herself.”50While the average American audience member may not go
to such lengths, this description of how to distinguish a quality dance critic shows the
deep value of well-versed critics. Arlene Croce, the focus of Strauss’ book, is a prime
example of a quality critic. She founded Ballet Review Magazine in 1965 and was a
dance critic for The New Yorker from 1973 to 1998. Strauss identified the excellence of
her work in three characteristics: sympathetic musicality, Apollonian craftsmanship, and
enlivening tradition.51 He goes on to state, “Croce’s lucid condition for dance artistry
provides both general and scholarly readers a clear and detailed schematic upon which to
launch, challenge, and expand their own conceptions of the art form.”52 Croce’s ability to
write for a variety of readers in a way that helps them understand and form personal
opinions is a key component of how dance criticism through the press influenced the
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perception of American ballet. She acted both as an audience member and professional
critic, Strauss explains, “…this combination of individualized engagement and objective
reporting makes for a scrupulous yet engaging prose.”53
In the U.S., critics distinguished themselves as advocators, educators, and
popularizers.54 These were the responsibilities American dance critics put on themselves
as the American dance community expanded. The path of dance criticism and American
ballet have intertwined over the course of the 20th century and into present day. As
America’s approach to ballet changed, the press’s influence was affected, and therefore,
dance criticism was too.
1927 was a benchmark year for the development of American ballet as well as
dance criticism in the U.S. This was in part because of the push to expand ballet beyond
Europe. The later arrival of Balanchine and the popularity of the Ballet Russe was
strengthen this push. 1927 marked early indicators of the potential for dance criticism and
a national dance culture to grow. It was also a benchmark year because of competition
among news publications. Three prominent figures that emerged from the press were
Mary F. Watkins, John Martin, and Edwin Denby. Watkins was the first full-time
American dance critic, writing for The New York Herald Tribune. Watkins did not stay in
the field long. Nevertheless, she offered insight and perspective. Her work also favored
modern dance over ballet, but consistently across the board, it was observed that she was
immune to any dancers’ desire for special attention. She instead supported their hard
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work regardless of genre and rewarded it in her writings when she felt steps forward in
the development of dance were successfully taken.55
John Martin was the first dance critic for The New York Times, and he was
granted the title “Dean of American dance criticism.” Martin is often credited as the first
major dance critic for an American publication. His focus lay predominantly in modern
dance, however, he was sensitive to ballet as well. He even urged Balanchine and other
European choreographers and dancers to come to New York.
Martin stayed with The New York Times until 1962. From his earliest days, he was
observant of the potential for a dance community, both modern and ballet, in the U.S. In
November of 1927, he wrote, “The amazing growth of the art consciousness of the
American people during the last 20 years is nowhere more clearly manifested than in the
field of dance.”56 Martin took criticism in a unique direction, highlighting dance criticism
and also demonstrating the significance of the press in the dance world. He was observant
and did his research, but he also tried to understand what the choreographers and dancers
were doing—what they wanted to convey to their audience. He believed dance was a fine
art, not just entertainment. Now because Martin favored modern dance, he was also
weary of influences shaping ballet in the states, most notably George Balanchine.
According to The New York Times, he did not view Balanchine as a serious
choreographer, describing his work as “without substance and trivial.” 57
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What is particularly interesting about Martin’s perspective on ballet, and
specifically Balanchine’s work, is that he often described ballet in a dismissive tone,
labeling it as “stiff,” “arbitrary,” etc. Although he did come around to the value of
Balanchine’s choreography and the overall architecture of American ballet, it is
surprising that he was not more intrigued by the efforts put forth to create a unique
aesthetic for ballet in the states. Samples of his writing reveal his attention to the kinetic
energy and the abstract nature of movement. While this is certainly found in American
modern dance’s history, it is also prominent in more classical works produced during
Martin’s time writing at the Times. One of the most important things Martin did for dance
as a whole in the States was labeling it a “fine art” rather than a “diversion.”58
Martin also questioned how dance communicates. In his book, “The Modern
Dance,” he concludes that dance communicates by a relationship between kinetic
physicality and the psychic. He also believed that dance directly correlates to experience.
Through such insightful thought and persistent belief in dance’s value, Martin is clearly a
member of the press who made an impact on the American dance scene by pushing for
recognition of its worthiness.
Without a doubt, Watkins and Martin set the stage for American dance criticism
and helped guide attention towards dance in America in the early 20th-century. They
started a conversation and drew the eye to what had once been seen as low-brow
entertainment. In the 1920’s, a third name, Edwin Denby, was joining the ranks of these
critics, after studying and performing in Germany and Austria.
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Denby’s importance stems from his achievement of finding an “American voice
that spoke convincingly of the power of dance.”59 The “power of dance” is an idea that
indicates the influence of the press. Denby’s words matter greatly in exploring the
development of American ballet and the role of the press.
In 1947, Denby wrote an article entitled “Ballet: the American Position” for Town
and Country. The content of this article described the elements of American ballet that
get at the core of its identity. He begins by pointing out that, as observed earlier in this
thesis, dance was popular in wartime because there was no spoken word. It was a form of
communication and entertainment that was accessible and could be presented to people
despite language barriers. As American ballet took flight, the public was surprised by
how civilized the national arts culture was. Ballet was deemed civilized because the
technique appears manageable, sociable, and good-natured. That was not to say that it
could or should be practiced by all. Denby insisted that while dance could be accessible
to all, it needed adequate dancers to do it justice and drive it forward.
In addition to highlighting the skill and aesthetic of the art, Denby had several
astute and mostly positive remarks about American ballet and how American audiences
were beginning to perceive dance as a result. Dance, regardless of where it is performed
or taught, builds an illusion, and Denby observed that ballet uses fantasy without
depreciating value. In other words, it is poetic theatre. He observed that people attended
the ballet for the dancing, which was a change from earlier days when the pantomime and
narrative were what kept the audience captivated. Denby described it as “an invention to
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convey imaginative meaning”60 and “an exact and flexible language to communicate
formal fantasy.”61 As other critics contributed their own analysis of American ballet and
the dance scene that was emerging, the art acclimated because it was no longer
considered foreign and was, as Denby said, “becoming homegrown.”62
Within “Ballet: The American Position,” Denby identifies national traits of
American ballet that have become signatures of its appeal today. They have influenced
the expectations of current critics and audiences. Denby mentions long legs, a sense of
charm, a steady sense of beat, clear carriage, an unaffected aesthetic, and, as described by
George Balanchine, “angelic unconcern toward emotion.”63Because Balanchine has such
an intrinsic role in American ballet’s history, Denby often reverted back to scrutiny of
Balanchine in order to further his arguments. For instance, Denby felt that ballet in the
States attempted to imitate the Ballets Russes style with local freshness and high
technical standards due to Balanchine’s influence throughout the 20th century.
At the root of this particular article was the notion that ballet in America
developed a standard of technique and a natural, organic style rather than an imitation of
pre-war times or European tradition. As a lone moment of critique, Denby suggests that,
in theory, there was a need to develop lessons in serious impersonations for dancers in
order to transform them into characters. He points to dancers’ “fear for losing the
audience” and their tendency to show what they mean through explanation rather than by
embracing the character in a performance. However, this lack of character was
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transforming into the trend of story-less ballets championed by Balanchine and his
contemporaries. This was not to say that dancers did not have to absorb the purpose of
their individual contribution to a piece of choreography. These ballets took on action
without a clear narrative.
The advantage and one of the chief reasons that—despite criticism—the story-less
ballet has succeeded in the States and extended to other cultures, is that the audience
watches without preconceptions of what is happening. It follows the same idea as the age
old warning to “not judge a book by its cover.” American ballet was embracing its
uniqueness and ability to captivate without spectacle and without a rigid standard of what
is right or wrong. There may be a specific intent from the artists, however, the audience
ultimately can decide how they interpret the choreography. Nevertheless, serious dancers,
choreographers and artistic staffs wanted American ballet to achieve a level of
sophistication, and so determination was a huge factor in its progression.
Dance’s relationship to the media is one influenced greatly by the words and
studies of these critics among others. It is two-fold. There is the effort to promote and
educate, and secondly, there is a need to communicate. One of the most basic goals of the
press is to inform and serve as a tool for communication. Dance also serves as a tool for
communication, and those involved in its world work to educate audiences and the
dancers of tomorrow. As such, there is much overlap, and media coverage and
exploitation have placed a spotlight on dance, under the façade of the entertainment
industry. Examples today include televised events such as “So You Think You Can
Dance,” live-streaming of top tier ballet companies’ performances, and the buzz
surrounding American Ballet Theatre’s Misty Copeland.
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Alastair Macaulay alludes to the reason why the media is important and
demonstrates how the press is tied to the history of American ballet. He writes that
“criticism of the arts is usually the first stage of artistic history—the stage in which a
work of art begins to fall into some wider context.”64 When people see the big picture,
they often feel they can relate better to it or at least feel it is accessible. Dance in the
States needed to become accessible and by virtue of its leaders, and with influence of the
press, it has become quite accessible, almost to a fault. Although commercialization of
the art has destroyed some of the high status that was earned over time, it has offered
further exposure to audiences. And writers of dance today still aim to identify with their
readers. Macaulay, for instance, states in an interview for Dance Magazine that he is
“always trying to show the different ways in which dance can have an effect on us.”65
In much of Macaulay’s work, both commentary and reviews, there are positives
and negatives. On one hand, he points to the concept that ballet is an art of the ideal. A
ballerina is working for unattainable perfection, engaging in an act of deception in which
she (or he) transcends her own self for the sake of her art. He once wrote that the
ballerina “has been the quintessence of ballet…the queen bee at the apex of this highly
hierarchical art.”66 He does not hesitate to acknowledge American ballet’s progress by
recognizing that it has produced “a generation of 21st- century women, who are claiming
this rich fare with talent and hunger.”67 Yet, as made evident in many dance reviews and
articles of criticism, the tricks of ballet can come across as mindless or vain, and there is
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still the sexist stigma around men who dance. These are setbacks that even the logic of
critics cannot seem to eliminate from the general perception of dance.
Dance criticism matters beyond the dancers or companies. Of course, promotion
and reviews can influence the future of a performer’s career or the financial success of a
company, but it is not about offering a confidence boost or tearing a performance to
shreds. The writing is often aimed, as Macaulay and his predecessors have worked to
show, at the audience, the layman. He explains that there is a melding of emotion and
analysis and that “a critic is there to show our reactions to dance aren’t just accidents of
personal taste but are connected to criteria—to values we have in other arts and in
civilized life.”68
The media helps educate non-dancers. They prove that American ballet and other
forms of movement are a part of culture and society too and that dance has the potential
for influence as much as any other cultural force today. In essence, it helps show that
dance is serious, intellectual, and of value to society. Critics can have, if not a profound
impact, at least some level of power in how dance is seen and to what extent it’s
appreciated.
When it comes to educating and defying the misconceptions, it is important to
define reasons for dance. Toni Bentley, former New York City Ballet dancer, stated in a
piece published in 1987, “Dancers have been perceived as victims of an arduous
profession or martyrs to a high art” but also explains that these perceptions do not reveal
“the joy of the internal process of self-mastery that is at the core of being a dancer.”69
There is a level of discipline and self-involvement within the world of dance, and most
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within the profession would not consider themselves victims. Bentley puts out the
reminder that “a dancer’s body is regarded objectively, with sympathy not sentimentality,
with pity not self-pity.”70
There have always been misconceptions about dancers, their bodies, their
emotional well-being, and the purpose dance serves in society. However, Bentley points
out that a dancer “knows their craft, they know nothing of its impact.”71 This is where the
press can come in. The dancer never perceives a dance performance or their own dancing
as the general audience does. So dance critics write, yes, in part to give a degree of
measurement for the dancers about how they are being perceived, but more so to educate
the audience. Thus, when the public witnesses dance whether in the studio, stage or
street, they can better appreciate the richness of content and all that goes on behind the
scenes, even if they will never truly see with a dancer’s eyes.

Conclusion
Today, the commercialization of ballet has returned with a vengeance. This has
caused what critics describe as a lack of ingenuity. Predictions for the future of and
perception of ballet have been expressed with a pessimistic tone. Without new, fresh
choreography, there is uncertainty for its future. Today’s multi-media platforms have
both expanded coverage of dance while also making it messy, disjointed, and predictable.
A major trend that has recently affected dance is the diminishing print media market
which has weakened the interest for print criticism. The electronic media revolution has
led print publications’ financial decline. However, multi-media platforms, including
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formulaic television features and social media have offered the public only a small,
dramatized faction of the dance world. For the serious ballet followers, ballet is set aside
to make room for flash and tricks, and companies have reverted to repetition of what has
already been done to try to draw people in. Leslie Berman, Barnard College graduate,
defines the relationship between the press and modern-day ballet as nostalgic. In a way, it
is stuck in preservation and sticking to the familiar rather than venturing into new
territory.
Berman writes, “Between the pioneer dance critics and the pioneer modern
dancers—the exchange of ideas, philosophies, and criticism—is central to the way in
which advocacy as a guiding critical construct influenced early columnists.”72 The dance
critics of the twentieth century were advocates for the legitimacy of dance. They were
leaders that the artist and the audience could share and follow. They were educating
themselves in order to educate the readers, and it is due to the value they have placed on
American ballet history that a conversation for ballet’s future can even begin. Although
pessimism and nostalgia seem to plague the current analysis of the dance community, it is
the combined efforts of the dancers and critics that will help promote and communicate
the importance of American ballet.
Optimism is the tone that can be taken in lieu of concern for the future. Ballet has
descended from the unapproachable to a level of appreciation and awe all the way down
to the normal world outside of dance. Today, both artistic mediums and the introduction
of social media have further developed the press’ relationship with dance. Blogs and
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established publications (Dance Magazine, The New York Times, i.e.) produce works of
prose and criticism reaching dancers and their audience alike.
However, there are reasons the press writes about dance in such a specific manner
unlike other arts. Even though it is now more accessible and widespread, ballet is still
something that seemingly transcends the average non-dancer. It is an enigma to many. In
a 2013 article for the Huffington Post, one writer explains this idea eloquently. She
writes, “There is a surrealism to classical art that keeps it slightly removed from society
as a whole, something that renders it distinctive and historical, something that should
only be preserved in the most genuine of ways.”73 One of the ways ballet, as a classical
art, can be preserved, is through the written word.
American ballet, and American dance in general, has “embraced and incorporated
individual, cultural, and stylistic elements in an ever-changing kaleidoscope that draws
from and contributes to artistic, social, religious, cultural, and even political realms.”74 It
has become so integral in a multitude of mediums that it is now an anticipated member of
American society and culture. Commercialism is a necessary evil in this, but it does not
solely dictate the future of dance. A new age of ballet repertoire emerged beyond the
Romantic Era that had been present in Europe prior to the twentieth century. Pioneers,
beginning with Diaghilev, and continuing with Balanchine and Joffrey, are some of the
most crucial contributors to defining what ballet would mean for the States. Without their
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persistence and creativity, a need for funding would not have been met, and their dancers’
performances may not have inspired the voice of dance critics at large.
The words and subsequent messages of critics have painted a picture of American
ballet’s formation and growth. In doing so, they created a readership and a market for
more exposure to dance. The press has graced the progression of American ballet and
American dance culture with a spotlight that follows its successes and failures, its stars,
its schools, and its accompanying themes and disciplines. What makes its coverage
special is that the press educates and promotes, but in the end, they leave their own
impressions to be out there as guidance rather than a mandate for their readers. Denby
wrote, “I leave you to judge, by comparing your own impressions with mine,”75 which is
a self-imposed confession of the limits of a dance critic. Denby and others can offer their
voice, but he recognized the value of forming one’s own opinion. Through dance
criticism and writing, the press has pulled the layman in, and it has served the industry
well in documenting the continual development of, and popularization of, American
ballet.
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